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The launch of the Drassa Sports Science Forum in the presence of representatives
From all Arab countries

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 08.05.2017, 01:36 Time

USPA NEWS - Under the auspices of the General Sports Academy organized research and development activities of sport sciences
(Drassa) the first version of sports science annual Drassa forum under the theme of "Arab Sports International Competitiveness", 

Hosted by the Chamber of Commerce in Jeddah on: (6 and 7) of May 2017 in cooperation with the marketing and investment company
star sports playgrounds, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Summarizing the forum addresses light on the topics of the value of a group of distinguished experts selected speakers during the
sessions of the program which included on the Axes of the value and allowed to attend to interact with serious sports sector attitudes
and talk in the field of sport sciences.

The forum is of programs which have an impact on sport sciences which highlighted through the Axes of the forum to support the
future of the sport in the Arab world in all its aspects, and that the beneficiaries of this forum are scholarship in sports sector
professionals and researchers associated with the sports science sectors.
The forum aims to encourage and motivate actions and initiatives to strengthen the capacities of distinguished professional looking to
create a platform for studies and research, and install the programming of Arab scientific gatherings on the content and timing, and to
contribute to the provision of an enabling environment for innovation and leadership in the field of sports.

It is intended also to honor some groups made sincere efforts and achievements of distinguished professional sports, and to highlight
the outstanding efforts at the level of the Arab Sport from workers in the field of physical education, and mobility in the Arab region, the
most important issues relating to the science of sports, as well as the development of sports knowledge and applied experience and
practices.

Dr. Ahmed al-Sherif, chairman of the academy of Drassa to the importance of this forum the ambitious goals for the development of
Arab Sports in his speech, he said: The first meeting will address the future of Arab Sports, and in the second one will be to shed light
on the management of the economy of knowledge, while the Arab Sports will be the focus of the third meeting of the Arab Sport work
of traditional management Professionalism

"In the second day of meetings to deal with the marketing side and discuss the distinctive research submitted in the forum, social
responsibility in sports, the company chairman Abdul Moati Kaki confirmed star sports playgrounds for marketing and investment that
there are qualified experts will deliver lectures on hikes that aggravated the participants, stressing that this forum will contribute to the
upgrading of the Saudi and Arab Sport according to scientific principles.
The concert will be supervised by His Royal Highness Prince Abdullah Bin Saad Bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, tomorrow to be crowned the
winners of the sports science Drassa award ceremony in the Jeddah Chamber
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